**STEP 1:**
Always verify the accuracy of your deep fryer thermostat with an external deep fry thermometer.

**STEP 2:**
Turn fryer off and drain the oil in the normal way. Only install Frylow in an empty fryer.

**STEP 3:**
Gas Fryers

Option 1:
Vertically hang between the burners. (Or as directed by your Frylow distributor.)

Option 2:
Place Frylow under heating elements at the bottom of the fryer.

**STEP 4:**
Electric Fryer

**STEP 5:**
Replace/return the oil to the fryer. Make sure the Frylow is not obstructing the fryer basket(s).

**STEP 6:**
The correct temp for your fryer is

Set thermostat to desired Frylow temp & verify with an external thermometer.